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Summary 

>> Insight driven, people focused, and passionate 

marketer, who has helped CDM Smith, a global 

engineering company, develop their brand, create web 

content, and quadruple social media engagements in 

2016. My greatest skills include social media 

marketing, data analytics, copy-editing and 

relationship development. 

 

Education 

SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE UNIVERSITY, ONLINE 

2016-PRESENT------------------//------------------------- 

GPA: 4.0 

>> Part-time student to graduate with BA-Marketing 

in December 2017 

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY, BOSTON, MA 

2015–2016----------------------//------------------------- 

GPA: 3.92 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BOSTON, MA 

2017----------------------------//-------------------------- 

>> Completed Google AdWords crash course. Learned 

how to inform keyword selection and increase ad 

quality scores. 

DALE CARNEGIE: EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION 

COURSE 

2014–2015---------------------//-------------------------- 

>> Learned how to earn trust, identify needs, and 

maintain relationships with colleagues, peers and 

clients.

Experience 

CDM SMITH, INC. 

MARKETING CO-OP / 2016–PRESENT--------//---------- 

>> Social Media Marketing: Managing the brand 

conversation on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. 

Curating and targeting advertisements around brand 

awareness campaigns. 

>> Communications & Copy-editing: Developing 

thought-leadership and client solution articles for 

website. Sharing internal announcements on 

Sharepoint and exclusive Yammer groups. 

>> Data Analytics: Analyzing social media activity via 

custom, macro-enabled spreadsheets. Leveraging 

advertising analytics to optimize campaigns. 

FREELANCE SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT 

2016-PRESENT--------------------------------//----------- 

>> Relationship Building: Working with local 

businesses to develop and maintain social media 

presence. Coordinating with creative professionals. 

>> Expanding Reach: Managing Facebook advertising 

campaigns to boost website hits and YouTube views. 

NOISE FLOOR SESSIONS – CONCERT SERIES 

FOUNDER / 2014–2016----------------------//----------- 

>> Content & Concept Creation: Started a local 

concert series, Noise Floor Sessions, from the ground 

up. Worked with videographers, photographers, 

graphic designers and audio engineers to create 

original content that appeals to my target market. 

>> People Focused: Built working relationships with 

colleagues, booking agents, and venue owners to 

provide fans with incredible live experiences. 

>> Social Media Management: Used Facebook, 

Instagram and Twitter to attract, engage, and maintain 

an active fan base. Converted fans and colleagues into 

promoters for my brand.

-----------------//----------------- 

Skills – Fluent in Microsoft Office applications, including Excel, and SPSS. Proficient in Facebook, Twitter and Google 

AdWords advertising. Familiar with popular ERMs, such as Marketo and Salesforce. 


